
POLITICS IS BROKEN
BUT SHOULD IT AFFECT 
LOCAL ISSUES?

VOTE FOR YOUR INDEPENDENT

KENNINGTON ward has many challenges, which I will 
strive to meet on behalf of you the local residents

* Prevent new HOUSING being forced into the area that already suffers 
constrained ACCESS TO/ FROM the overstretched William Harvey with 
MORE & MORE VEHICLES linked to MORE & MORE new housing 
developments.VOTE FOR YOUR INDEPENDENT

� IAN ANDERSON
I WILL TABLE YOUR MANY CONCERNS

TAKE PROPER CONTROL OVER YOUR COMMUNITY 
VOTE FOR CHANGE

developments.

* Stop bringing traffic to a standstill and creating no-go routes for 
emergency vehicles.

Do not expect me to be able to stop what the Conservatives have already 

pushed on you, HOWEVER I can question everything PROFESSIONALLY 

and if all AIA Independent Candidates succeed, there will be an end to the 
VOTE FOR CHANGE

� Who are all these luxury five bedroom houses for?
> 1-2 bedroom units as basic

� Why is related infrastructure not given the same attention? >
Transparent & fully open discussions based on local community 
opinions prior to any decisions.

� Is there enough proper thought given to related highways and not 
just houses - e.g. Why not put in yellow lines where the actual 

and if all AIA Independent Candidates succeed, there will be an end to the 

ABC blank cheque. [Be sure to speak to your friends]

� You can always be assured a quick response from me on matters 
you raise. (ian.kennington.ai@gmail.com)

Use your VOTE wisely for
Ian Anderson 2

just houses - e.g. Why not put in yellow lines where the actual 
residents want them?

� Why is sufficient attention not given to existing capacity of water
supplies and treatment plants for effluent let alone meeting future
demands?

� Why are there so many complaints about roads, water supply, 
sewerage disposal, inappropriate planning and no proper technical 
discussions?

Ian Anderson on 2 May
                 at your Polling station:

Kennington Polling Station Station 
Number

electoral register 
persons entitled to 

vote there
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discussions?

� Why a new parish council when Ashford Borough Council only pays lip 
service to issues raised by most locals?

� What is the extra levy on the rates to actually pay for and has this really
been fully discussed?

Number vote there
WI Hall, Faversham Road 1 KE1-1 to KE1-542

St Mary's Church Hall, 
Church Road 2 KE2-1 to KE2-1291


